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We consider stochastic algorithms for solving the first boundary value prob-
lem for the equation

Miu(x) = div(εi(x) · gradu(x)) = 0, x ∈ Di, i = 1, 2 (1)

in a bounded domain D ⊂ Rm, (m ≥ 3), divided into two parts D1 and
D2 with a common smooth boundary γ. The functions ε1(x) and ε2(x) have
partial derivatives that are continuous in D1 and D2, respectively. They are
bounded from below by the constant ν > 0, and their normal derivatives on
the boundary are consistent:

lim
y∈D1,y→x

ε1(y)
∂

∂n
u(y) = lim

y∈D2,y→x
ε2(y)

∂

∂n
u(y), x ∈ γ. (2)

On the outer boundary Γ of the domain D = D1 ∪D2 the Dirichlet condition
u(x) = ϕ(x) is satisfied.

When constructing a statistical algorithm, the boundary value problem is
replaced by an integral equation of the second kind with a substochastic kernel.
The unbiased estimators of the solution are constructed on the trajectories of
a homogeneous Markov chain with discrete time (random walk), the transi-
tion probability of which coincides with this kernel. For problem (1)-(2) with
constants ε1 and ε2, the estimators are constructed on trajectories of Random
Walk on Hemispheres in the papers Simonov [1], Ermakov and Sipin [2], Sipin
[3].

In the case of a plane boundary γ, we use a Random Walk on Balls, which
is based on formulas about the mean value for the solution u(x) in the ball
T (x) ⊂ D centered at the point x ∈ D, the radius of which is R. Namely, let
T (x) ⊂ Di, r = ||x− y||, σm is full solid angle in Rm. Then,

u(x) =
1

σmR(m− 2)εi(x)

∫
T

u(y)Miv(y)dy =

∫
T

pi(x, y)u(y)dy, x ∈ Di.

(3)
For x ∈ γ, we have

u(x) =
2

Rσm(m− 2)(ε1(x) + ε2(x))

(∫
T∩D1

M1v(y)u(y)dy +

+

∫
T∩D2

M2v(y)u(y)dy
)

=

∫
T

p(x, y)u(y)dy, (4)
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where

v(y) =

∫ R

r

(
1

rm−2
− 1

ρm−2

)
dρ.

There exists R0 such that for R < R0 the kernels of the integral operators in
formulas (3) - (4) are stochastic.

To define the process of Random Walk on Balls, we take δ > 0 and define
Γδ and γδ as the δ-neighborhoods of the boundaries Γ and γ, respectively. Let
the radius of the ball T (x)) is R(x) = min(R0, dist(x,Γ)). The transition from
the current state to the next is carried out in accordance with the transition
probability densities determined by formulas (3) - (4). The Random Walk
continues in the region D1 or in the region D2 until it reaches Γδ or γδ. After
that, there is a jump to the nearest point of the boundary Γ or γ, respectively.
At the boundary Γ, the process ends and an estimator is calculated. It is equal
to the value of ϕ(x) at the last point of the walk. From the boundary γ, the
walk returns to D1 or to D2, in accordance with the transition probability
density p(x, y) from formula (4).

The performance of the algorithm is ensured by the following properties:

1. The Random Walk on Balls in domain D1 (in domain D2) attains γδ∪Γδ
in a finite number of steps. The average number of steps is finite.

2. The average number of visits by the process to the boundary γδ is finite.

In the case of a smooth boundary, the walk is constructed in a similar way.
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